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Kukah’s allegation of nepotism against PMB holds no water. Buhari’s

appointments by geo-political zone as published by a leading online newspaper

has debunked Kukah’s verbal halitosis.

The analysis showed that Buhari’s North West got 37 appointments, North East received 29, North Central secured 21,

South West had 63, South East received 25 while South South got 24. South West benefited most.

But is Buhari a Yoruba man? He gave the South West almost double what he gave his own North West. Is that nepotism?

We challenge Kukah and his merchants of falsehood to provide their own data.

This means that the North as a whole which Kukah accused of hegemony and for which reason Buhari is being accused of

nepotism, got 87 appointments while the South received 112.

All the false propaganda and allegation of nepotism against Buhari fell like a pack of cards with this analysis. Kukah’s

diatribe is therefore sheer tramadolised religiousity. His allegations are as unfounded as they are baseless.

“It further goes to prove that allegations of northern hegemony, caliphate domination, Islamisation and fulanisation are not

more than a myth, a mirage, a phantom.

They are mere slogans adopted by political shenanigans, ethnic charlatans and religious demagogues to deceive gullible

Nigerians.

“Kukah knows those who engage in favouritism but he has chosen to be a pot calling the kettle black. Rev. Samson Olasupo

Ayokunle, president of the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) inadvertently revealed the special favours rendered by

Chief Olusegun Obasanjo to Christians

when he was president. The revelation was made at Orita Mefa Baptist Church, Ibadan, on Saturday, November 21, 2020

during the funeral service of Obasanjo’s two-term Pastor, Rev. S. T. Ola Akande.

“The CAN president poured encomiums on Obasanjo for favouring Christians during his regime. Among the special favours

mentioned were the mass land allocation to the Baptist mission at Kubwa, Abuja;
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another land allocation to the Baptist in Festac town, Lagos; yet another land allocation to the church in Satellite town and

another at highbrow Ikoyi, also for the church. No Muslim leader or Islamic organization has accused Obasanjo of

favouritism to date.

Perhaps Kukah thinks God was asleep during the regime of Obasanjo. But the garrulous bishop now has the temerity to

remind Nigerians that God does not sleep.

“Certain people are unhappy with a situation whereby they can no longer walk freely into Aso Rock for the low-hanging

apples. They therefore want a forceful change of government.

But rather than wait on the straight for the next election as democrats, they prefer to take the bend. EndSARS has failed.

They must blackmail the president into submission.

Kukah’s reference to a coup is a Satanic innuendo. We are aware that civilians have always been involved in coups in the

past. Kukah’s interest is therefore not something new. But why is Kukah just inciting it? He should be man enough to

spearehead it.

Go ahead, Kukah, plan a coup. Who knows? You can be vice president. Dare to struggle. Dare to win.

Read the full statement bellow:
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